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STORAGE

AMBERLEY
( HIGH )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
When we encountered vintage wood tambour sliding doors, manufactured for church organs, it inspired us to create the
Amberley collection. A family of cupboards crafted from solid wood and fitted with solid wood tambour sliding doors. The
rhythmic pattern of the wooden slats offer a unique tactile and visual experience. Amberley features more unique details
such as subtle solid wood edging along its top and smooth legs as an integrated part of the structure. Inspired by the past
and made possible by present day technology. The Amberley is the definition of a modern classic.

Wood

Oak

Walnut

STORAGE

AMBERLEY
( HIGH )

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVSA10OAK

€4,045

€4,895

Walnut

RVSA10WAL

€5,579

€6,750

Description

Dimensions
56 cm

A cupboard crafted from solid wood
with a veneered interior and tambour sliding doors. The Amberley
High is available in oak and walnut.

92 cm

120 cm

56 cm

STORAGE

AMBERLEY
( LOW )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
When we encountered vintage wood tambour sliding doors, manufactured for church organs, it inspired us to create the
Amberley collection. A family of cupboards crafted from solid wood and fitted with solid wood tambour sliding doors. The
rhythmic pattern of the wooden slats offer a unique tactile and visual experience. Amberley features more unique details
such as subtle solid wood edging along its top and smooth legs as an integrated part of the structure. Inspired by the past
and made possible by present day technology. The Amberley is the definition of a modern classic.

Wood

Oak

Walnut

STORAGE

AMBERLEY
( LOW )

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVSA11OAK

€4,955

€5,995

Walnut

RVSA11WAL

€7,975

€9,650

Description

Dimensions
49 cm

A cupboard crafted from solid wood
with a veneered interior and tambour sliding doors. The Amberley
Low is available in oak and walnut.

74 cm

200 cm

49 cm

STORAGE

FALMER
( HIS )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Most of the bedrooms and hallways these days have a built in cupboard from wall to wall. Definitely economic and
functional. But where is the charm of the bedrooms we saw many years ago? A hand-crafted solid wood cupboard makes
the bedroom instantly warm and charming. The Falmer brings calmness and atmosphere to the bedroom or hallway with
a version for him and for her, both with their unique male and female requirements fulfilled.
The multi layers of solid wood on the doors, the poetry with the rotating mirror for her, the hidden drawers behind the
doors, these cupboards are one of a kind and very rare to find.

Wood

Oak

Walnut

STORAGE

FALMER
( HIS )

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVSA20OAK

€5,781

€6,995

Walnut

RVSA20WAL

€7,847

€9,495

Description

Dimensions
69 cm

A wardrobe for “Him” crafted from
solid wood and veneered panels.
The exterior features a solid wood
hook. The interior features a variety
of drawers and clothes rail in solid
wood. The Falmer His is finished
with a matt lacquer and available in
oak or walnut.

210 cm

120 cm

69 cm

STORAGE

FALMER
( HERS )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Most of the bedrooms and hallways these days have a built in cupboard from wall to wall. Definitely economic and
functional. But where is the charm of the bedrooms we saw many years ago? A hand-crafted solid wood cupboard makes
the bedroom instantly warm and charming. The Falmer brings calmness and atmosphere to the bedroom or hallway with
a version for him and for her, both with their unique male and female requirements fulfilled.
The multi layers of solid wood on the doors, the poetry with the rotating mirror for her, the hidden drawers behind the
doors, these cupboards are one of a kind and very rare to find.

Wood

Oak

Walnut

STORAGE

FALMER
( HERS )

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVSA21OAK

€6,277

€7,595

Walnut

RVSA21WAL

€7,975

€9,650

Description

Dimensions

A wardrobe for “Her” crafted from
solid wood and veneered panels.
The exterior features a powder
coated rotating mirror. The interior
features a variety of drawers and
clothes rail in solid wood. Falmer
Hers is finished with a matt lacquer
and is available in oak or walnut.

64 cm

210 cm

120 cm

64 cm

STORAGE

FALMER
( VITRINE )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
The vitrine is a subject which is nearly forgotten these days. How wonderful to show your unique objects or even plants in
the vitrine. It brings light and joy to any space. They are transparent and can even be placed in the middle of a room as a
room divider or as an object with your personal items.

Wood

Oak

Walnut

STORAGE

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVSA22OAK

€4,955

€5,995

Walnut

RVSA22WAL

€5,533

€6,695

Description

Dimensions
50 cm

A display case crafted from solid
wood and tempered diamond safety
glass shelves and panels. The interior features powder coated steel rails
and brackets. The Falmer Vitrine
is finished with a matt lacquer and
available in oak or walnut.

210 cm

120 cm

50 cm

TA B L E S

BEDDINGHAM
( MARBLE SHELF )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and marble. The Beddingham is a side table
or just a little table which is displaying something unique and wonderful in your home. This table complements each space
in your home. The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through
the surface of the table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

BEDDINGHAM
( MARBLE SHELF )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

SCREEN

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

Sand

RVTABE1000

€1,401

€1,695

Marble Bianco

Sand

RVTABE1001

€2,686

€3,250

Marble Forest Green

Sand

RVTABE1002

€2,851

€3,450

Marble Forest Brown

Sand

RVTABE1003

€2,851

€3,450

Marble Marinace

Sand

RVTABE1004

€3,017

€3,650

Marble Yellow Onyx

Sand

RVTABE1005

€3,302

€3,995

Walnut

Rust

RVTABE1006

€1,814

€2,195

Marble Bianco

Rust

RVTABE1007

€2,934

€3,550

Marble Forest Green

Rust

RVTABE1008

€3,054

€3,695

Marble Forest Brown

Rust

RVTABE1009

€3,054

€3,695

Marble Marinace

Rust

RVTABE1010

€3,264

€3,950

Marble Yellow Onyx

Rust

RVTABE1011

€3,595

€4,350

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A table crafted from solid wood
featuring a perforated powder coated metal screen. The Beddingham
frame is finished with a matt lacquer
and available in oak or walnut. A selection of wood, marble and ceramic
tops and shelves are available.

45 cm

75 cm

65 cm

65 cm

45 cm

TA B L E S

BEDDINGHAM
( WOODEN SHELF )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and marble. The Beddingham is a side table
or just a little table which is displaying something unique and wonderful in your home. This table complements each space
in your home. The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through
the surface of the table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

BEDDINGHAM
( WOODEN SHELF )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

SCREEN

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

Sand

RVTABE1000

€1,401

€1,695

Marble Bianco

Sand

RVTABE1012

€2,273

€2,750

Marble Forest Green

Sand

RVTABE1013

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Forest Brown

Sand

RVTABE1014

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Marinace

Sand

RVTABE1015

€2,273

€2,750

Marble Yellow Onyx

Sand

RVTABE1016

€2,686

€3,250

Walnut

Rust

RVTABE1006

€1,814

€2,195

Marble Bianco

Rust

RVTABE1017

€2,558

€3,095

Marble Forest Green

Rust

RVTABE1018

€2,640

€3,195

Marble Forest Brown

Rust

RVTABE1019

€2,640

€3,195

Marble Marinace

Rust

RVTABE1020

€2,806

€3,395

Marble Yellow Onyx

Rust

RVTABE1021

€2,971

€3,595

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A table crafted from solid wood
featuring a perforated powder coated metal screen. The Beddingham
frame is finished with a matt lacquer
and available in oak or walnut. A selection of wood, marble and ceramic
tops and shelves are available.

45 cm

75 cm

65 cm

65 cm

45 cm

TA B L E S

BEDDINGHAM
( WITHOUT SHELF )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and marble. The Beddingham is a side table
or just a little table which is displaying something unique and wonderful in your home. This table complements each space
in your home. The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through
the surface of the table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

BEDDINGHAM
( WITHOUT SHELF )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

SCREEN

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

Sand

RVTABE1022

€1,236

€1,495

Marble Bianco

Sand

RVTABE1023

€2,145

€2,595

Marble Forest Green

Sand

RVTABE1024

€2,190

€2,650

Marble Forest Brown

Sand

RVTABE1025

€2,190

€2,650

Marble Marinace

Sand

RVTABE1026

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Yellow Onyx

Sand

RVTABE1027

€2,475

€2,995

Walnut

Rust

RVTABE1028

€1,612

€1,950

Marble Bianco

Rust

RVTABE1029

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Forest Green

Rust

RVTABE1030

€2,438

€2,950

Marble Forest Brown

Rust

RVTABE1031

€2,438

€2,950

Marble Marinace

Rust

RVTABE1032

€2,558

€3,095

Marble Yellow Onyx

Rust

RVTABE1033

€2,769

€3,350

Walnut

Description

Dimensions
45 cm

A table crafted from solid wood
featuring a perforated powder coated metal screen. The Beddingham
frame is finished with a matt lacquer
and available in oak or walnut. A selection of wood, marble and ceramic
tops are available.

75 cm

65 cm

65 cm

45 cm

TA B L E S

FULKING
( MARBLE SHELF )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and marble. The Fulking is a console table
which is displaying something unique and wonderful in your home. This table complements each space in your home.
The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of
the table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

FULKING
( MARBLE SHELF )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

SCREEN

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

Sand

RVTAFU1000

€1,814

€2,195

Marble Bianco

Sand

RVTAFU1001

€3,632

€4,395

Marble Forest Green

Sand

RVTAFU1002

€3,719

€4,500

Marble Forest Brown

Sand

RVTAFU1003

€3,719

€4,500

Marble Marinace

Sand

RVTAFU1004

€3,798

€4,595

Marble Yellow Onyx

Sand

RVTAFU1005

€4,339

€5,250

Walnut

Rust

RVTAFU1006

€2,310

€2,795

Marble Bianco

Rust

RVTAFU1007

€3,715

€4,495

Marble Forest Green

Rust

RVTAFU1008

€3,843

€4,650

Marble Forest Brown

Rust

RVTAFU1009

€3,843

€4,650

Marble Marinace

Rust

RVTAFU1010

€3,926

€4,750

Marble Yellow Onyx

Rust

RVTAFU1011

€4,459

€5,395

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A console table crafted from
solid wood featuring a perforated
powder coated metal screen. The
Fulking frame is finished with a
matt lacquer and available in oak or
walnut. A selection of wood, marble
and ceramic tops and shelves are
available

46 cm

104 cm

90 cm

23 cm

130 cm

46 cm

TA B L E S

FULKING
( WOODEN SHELF )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and marble. The Fulking is a console table
which is displaying something unique and wonderful in your home. This table complements each space in your home.
The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of
the table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

FULKING
( WOODEN SHELF )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

SCREEN

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

Sand

RVTAFU1000

€1,814

€2,195

Marble Bianco

Sand

RVTAFU1012

€3,017

€3,650

Marble Forest Green

Sand

RVTAFU1013

€3,054

€3,695

Marble Forest Brown

Sand

RVTAFU1014

€3,054

€3,695

Marble Marinace

Sand

RVTAFU1015

€3,099

€3,750

Marble Yellow Onyx

Sand

RVTAFU1016

€3,384

€4,095

Walnut

Rust

RVTAFU1006

€2,310

€2,795

Marble Bianco

Rust

RVTAFU1017

€3,219

€3,895

Marble Forest Green

Rust

RVTAFU1018

€3,264

€3,950

Marble Forest Brown

Rust

RVTAFU1019

€3,264

€3,950

Marble Marinace

Rust

RVTAFU1020

€3,302

€3,995

Marble Yellow Onyx

Rust

RVTAFU1021

€3,632

€4,395

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A console table crafted from
solid wood featuring a perforated
powder coated metal screen. The
Fulking frame is finished with a
matt lacquer and available in oak or
walnut. A selection of wood, marble
and ceramic tops and shelves are
available

46 cm

104 cm

90 cm

23 cm

130 cm

46 cm

TA B L E S

FULKING
( WITHOUT SHELF )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and marble. The Fulking is a console table
which is displaying something unique and wonderful in your home. This table complements each space in your home.
The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of
the table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

FULKING
( WITHOUT SHELF )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

SCREEN

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

Sand

RVTABE1022

€1,566

€1,895

Marble Bianco

Sand

RVTABE1023

€2,806

€3,395

Marble Forest Green

Sand

RVTABE1024

€2,851

€3,450

Marble Forest Brown

Sand

RVTABE1025

€2,851

€3,450

Marble Marinace

Sand

RVTABE1026

€2,888

€3,495

Marble Yellow Onyx

Sand

RVTABE1027

€3,219

€3,895

Walnut

Rust

RVTAFU1028

€1,979

€2,395

Marble Bianco

Rust

RVTAFU1029

€2,888

€3,495

Marble Forest Green

Rust

RVTAFU1030

€2,971

€3,595

Marble Forest Brown

Rust

RVTAFU1031

€2,971

€3,595

Marble Marinace

Rust

RVTAFU1032

€3,017

€3,650

Marble Yellow Onyx

Rust

RVTAFU1033

€3,302

€3,995

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A console table crafted from
solid wood featuring a perforated
powder coated metal screen. The
Fulking frame is finished with a
matt lacquer and available in oak or
walnut. A selection of wood, marble
and ceramic tops are available.

46 cm

104 cm

90 cm

23 cm

130 cm

46 cm

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( SQUARE 110 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Coffee tables are all about the surface. We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and
marble. The Chilgrove collection is a large family of seven different shapes and sizes. The wooden frame underneath the
surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of the coffee table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Walnut

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( SQUARE 110 )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL
OAK VAT

INCL
WALLNUT
(21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

RVTACH1000

€1,236

€1,495

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1001

€2,273

€2,750

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1002

€2,475

€2,995

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1003

€2,475

€2,995

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1004

€2,558

€3,095

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1005

€3,880

€4,695

Walnut

RVTACH1006

€1,897

€2,295

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1007

€2,438

€2,950

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1008

€2,640

€3,195

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1009

€2,640

€3,195

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1010

€2,769

€3,350

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1011

€4,091

€4,950

Walnut

Description

Dimensions
110 cm

A square coffee table (110x110cm)
crafted from a solid wood frame
with the choice of a solid wood,
marble or ceramic top. The Chilgrove frame is finished with a matt
lacquer and available in oak or
walnut.

45 cm

110 cm

110 cm

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( ROUND 120 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Coffee tables are all about the surface. We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and
marble. The Chilgrove collection is a large family of seven different shapes and sizes. The wooden frame underneath the
surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of the coffee table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Walnut

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( ROUND 120 )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

RVTACH1012

€1,281

€1,550

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1013

€2,062

€2,495

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1014

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1015

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1016

€2,438

€2,950

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1017

€4,008

€4,850

Walnut

RVTACH1018

€1,979

€2,395

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1019

€2,273

€2,750

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1020

€2,558

€3,095

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1021

€2,558

€3,095

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1022

€2,640

€3,195

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1023

€4,128

€4,995

Walnut

Description

Dimensions
120 cm

A round coffee table (120cm diameter) crafted from a solid wood
frame with the choice of a solid
wood, marble or ceramic top. The
Chilgrove frame is finished with a
matt lacquer and available in oak or
walnut.

45 cm

120 cm

120 cm

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( ROUND 75 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Coffee tables are all about the surface. We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and
marble. The Chilgrove collection is a large family of seven different shapes and sizes. The wooden frame underneath the
surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of the coffee table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Walnut

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( ROUND 75 )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

RVTACH1024

€1,070

€1,295

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1025

€1,483

€1,795

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1026

€1,529

€1,850

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1027

€1,529

€1,850

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1028

€1,529

€1,850

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1029

€2,145

€2,595

Walnut

RVTACH1030

€1,364

€1,650

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1031

€1,694

€2,050

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1032

€1,649

€1,995

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1033

€1,649

€1,995

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1034

€1,649

€1,995

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1035

€2,355

€2,850

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A round coffee table (75cm diameter) crafted from a solid wood
frame with the choice of a solid
wood, marble or ceramic top. The
Chilgrove frame is finished with a
matt lacquer and available in oak or
walnut.

75cm

45 cm

45 cm

75 cm

75 cm

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( ROUND 50 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Coffee tables are all about the surface. We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and
marble. The Chilgrove collection is a large family of seven different shapes and sizes. The wooden frame underneath the
surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of the coffee table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Walnut

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( ROUND 50 )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

RVTACH1036

€785

€950

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1037

€1,153

€1,395

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1038

€1,153

€1,395

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1039

€1,153

€1,395

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1040

€1,198

€1,450

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1041

€1,483

€1,795

Walnut

RVTACH1042

€1,153

€1,395

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1043

€1,318

€1,595

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1044

€1,401

€1,695

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1045

€1,401

€1,695

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1046

€1,401

€1,695

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1047

€1,649

€1,995

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A round coffee table (50cm diameter) crafted from a solid wood
frame with the choice of a solid
wood, marble or ceramic top. The
Chilgrove frame is finished with a
matt lacquer and available in oak or
walnut.

50 cm

60 cm

50 cm

60 cm

50 cm

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( RECTANGLE 160 X 80 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Coffee tables are all about the surface. We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and
marble. The Chilgrove collection is a large family of seven different shapes and sizes. The wooden frame underneath the
surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of the coffee table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Walnut

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( RECTANGLE 160 X 80 )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

RVTACH1048

€1,483

€1,795

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1049

€2,310

€2,795

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1050

€2,475

€2,995

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1051

€2,475

€2,995

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1052

€2,640

€3,195

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1053

€4,045

€4,895

Walnut

RVTACH1054

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1055

€2,475

€2,995

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1056

€2,723

€3,295

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1057

€2,723

€3,295

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1058

€2,769

€3,350

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1059

€4,128

€4,995

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A rectangular coffee table
(160x80cm) crafted from a solid
wood frame with the choice of a
solid wood, marble or ceramic top.
The Chilgrove frame is finished with
a matt lacquer and available in oak
or walnut.

45 cm

45 cm

160 cm

80 cm

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( RECTANGLE 120 X 60 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Coffee tables are all about the surface. We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and
marble. The Chilgrove collection is a large family of seven different shapes and sizes. The wooden frame underneath the
surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of the coffee table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Walnut

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( RECTANGLE 120 X 60 )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

RVTACH1060

€905

€1,095

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1061

€1,814

€2,195

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1062

€1,942

€2,350

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1063

€1,942

€2,350

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1064

€1,979

€2,395

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1065

€2,723

€3,295

Walnut

RVTACH1066

€1,318

€1,595

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1067

€1,979

€2,395

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1068

€2,107

€2,550

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1069

€2,107

€2,550

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1070

€2,145

€2,595

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1071

€2,934

€3,550

Walnut

Description

Dimensions

A rectangular coffee table
(120x60cm) crafted from a solid
wood frame with the choice of a
solid wood, marble or ceramic top.
The Chilgrove frame is finished with
a matt lacquer and available in oak
or walnut.

60 cm

45 cm

120 cm

60 cm

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( REVISED CURVE 140 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Coffee tables are all about the surface. We have been inspired by the beauty of natural surfaces sourced from wood and
marble. The Chilgrove collection is a large family of seven different shapes and sizes. The wooden frame underneath the
surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the surface of the coffee table.

Marble

Wood

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Yellow Onyx

Marble Marinace

Marble Bianco

Oak

Walnut

TA B L E S

CHILGROVE
( REVISED CURVE 140 )

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Oak

RVTACH1072

€1,483

€1,795

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1073

€1,979

€2,395

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1074

€2,145

€2,595

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1075

€2,145

€2,595

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1076

€2,227

€2,695

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1077

€3,302

€3,995

Walnut

RVTACH1078

€2,310

€2,795

Marble Bianco

RVTACH1079

€2,145

€2,595

Marble Forest Green

RVTACH1080

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Forest Brown

RVTACH1081

€2,355

€2,850

Marble Marinace

RVTACH1082

€2,438

€2,950

Marble Yellow Onyx

RVTACH1083

€3,467

€4,195

Walnut

Description

Dimensions
70 cm

A uniquely shaped coffee table
(140x70cm) crafted from a solid
wood frame with the choice of a
solid wood, marble or ceramic top.
The Chilgrove frame is finished with
a matt lacquer and available in oak
or walnut.

45 cm

140 cm

70 cm

TA B L E S

EDBURTON

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
In the 19th century writing desks were used by everyone who could write. These desks often were edged with a perforated
brass shield. Those days people wrote with ink. The perforated brass shield kept the paperwork on the table when a
serious draft blew through the room. We are inspired by the privacy appearance of such a desk. Our Edburton desk will
embrace you with warmth and privacy.

Wood

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

EDBURTON

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTA40OAK

€1,649

€1,995

Walnut

RVTA40WAL

€1,897

€2,295

Description

Dimensions

A desk crafted from solid wood featuring a perforated powder coated
metal screen, an open front and a
hidden cable compartment. The
Edburton is finished with a matt lacquer and available in oak or walnut.

50 cm

97 cm
78 cm

120 cm

50 cm

TA B L E S

LEWES

( RECTANGLE 240 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Dining at a Lewes dining table is one of the pleasures in life. We sit down with a glass of wine at a gently curved solid
wood table. The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the
surface of the table.

Wood

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

LEWES

( RECTANGLE 240 )

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTALE1000

€2,686

€3,250

Walnut

RVTALE1001

€4,459

€5,395

Description

Dimensions
95 cm

A rectangular dining table
(240x95cm) crafted from solid wood
with powder coated fixtures and
featuring an edged profile. The
Lewes is finished with a matt lacquer
and available in oak or walnut.

75 cm

240 cm

95 cm

TA B L E S

LEWES

( RECTANGLE 180 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Dining at a Lewes dining table is one of the pleasures in life. We sit down with a glass of wine at a gently curved solid
wood table. The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the
surface of the table.

Wood

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

LEWES

( RECTANGLE 180 )

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTALE1002

€2,310

€2,795

Walnut

RVTALE1003

€3,715

€4,495

Description

Dimensions
95 cm

A rectangular dining table
(180x95cm) crafted from solid wood
with powder coated fixtures and
featuring an edged profile. The
Lewes is finished with a matt lacquer
and available in oak or walnut.

75 cm

180 cm

95 cm

TA B L E S

LEWES
( ROUND 130 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Dining at a Lewes dining table is one of the pleasures in life. We sit down with a glass of wine at a gently curved solid
wood table. The wooden frame underneath the surface has 4 organic shaped legs which protrude elegantly through the
surface of the table.

Wood

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

LEWES
( ROUND 130 )

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTALE1004

€2,851

€3,450

Walnut

RVTALE1005

€4,624

€5,595

Description

Dimensions
130 cm

A round dining table (130cm
diameter) crafted from solid wood
with powder coated fixtures and
featuring an edged profile. The
Lewes is finished with a matt lacquer
and available in oak or walnut.

Lewes 130

75 cm

130 cm

130 cm

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE
( RECTANGLE 240 X 100 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
A dining table can be carried by one or two legs as long as those legs have a wider heavy base on the floor.
Such a table leg deserves attention. Inspired by the tambour sliding doors of our Amberley cupboards, we have designed
a beautiful wooden or ceramic sleeve to slide over the steel powder coated pole underneath the table.

Wood

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE
( RECTANGLE 240 X 100 )

MATERIAL

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTADU1010

€1,814

€2,195

Walnut

RVTADU1011

€3,550

€4,295

Description

Dimensions
100 cm

A rectangular dining table
(240x100cm) crafted from solid
wood. The tabletop is supported by
a solid wood crossbeam, powder
coated steel pole with the option
of a ceramic or wooden sleeve and
a powder coated cast iron base.
The Dundridge tops are finished
with a matt lacquer and available in
oak and walnut. A veneered top is
available for contract.

75 cm

240 cm

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE
( ROUND/SQUARE 70 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
A dining table can be carried by one or two legs as long as those legs have a wider heavy base on the floor.
Such a table leg deserves attention. Inspired by the tambour sliding doors of our Amberley cupboards, we have designed
a beautiful wooden or ceramic sleeve to slide over the steel powder coated pole underneath the table.

Wood

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE
( ROUND 70 /SQUARE 70 )

MATERIAL

Round 70

Square 70

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTADU1002

€620

€750

Walnut

RVTADU1003

€950

€1,150

Oak

RVTADU1000

€620

€750

Walnut

RVTADU1001

€950

€1,150

Description
A round (70cm diameter) or square
(70x70cm) dining table crafted from
solid wood. The tabletop is supported by a solid wood crossbeam, powder coated steel pole with the option of a ceramic or wooden sleeve
and a powder coated cast iron base.
The Dundridge tops are finished
with a matt lacquer and available in
oak and walnut. A veneered top is
available for contract.

Dimensions

40 cm

70 cm

70 cm

75 cm

75 cm

40 cm

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE
( ROUND/SQUARE 90 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
A dining table can be carried by one or two legs as long as those legs have a wider heavy base on the floor.
Such a table leg deserves attention. Inspired by the tambour sliding doors of our Amberley cupboards, we have designed
a beautiful wooden or ceramic sleeve to slide over the steel powder coated pole underneath the table.

Wood

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE
( ROUND/SQUARE 90 )

MATERIAL

Round 90

Square 90

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTADU1006

€785

€950

Walnut

RVTADU1007

€1,318

€1,595

Oak

RVTADU1004

€785

€950

Walnut

RVTADU1005

€1,318

€1,595

Description

Dimensions

A round (90cm diameter) or square
(90x90cm) dining table crafted from
solid wood. The tabletop is supported by a solid wood crossbeam, powder coated steel pole with the option of a ceramic or wooden sleeve
and a powder coated cast iron base.
The Dundridge tops are finished
with a matt lacquer and available in
oak and walnut. A veneered top is
available for contract.
55 cm

90 cm

90 cm

75 cm

75 cm

55 cm

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE
( ROUND 120 )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
A dining table can be carried by one or two legs as long as those legs have a wider heavy base on the floor.
Such a table leg deserves attention. Inspired by the tambour sliding doors of our Amberley cupboards, we have designed
a beautiful wooden or ceramic sleeve to slide over the steel powder coated pole underneath the table.

Wood

Oak

Metal

Walnut

Sand

Rust

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE
( ROUND 120 )

MATERIAL

Round 120

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTADU1008

€1,116

€1,350

Walnut

RVTADU1009

€2,062

€2,495

Description

Dimensions

A round dining table (120cm
diameter) crafted from solid wood.
The tabletop is supported by a
solid wood crossbeam, powder
coated steel pole with the option
of a ceramic or wooden sleeve and
a powder coated cast iron base.
The Dundridge tops are finished
with a matt lacquer and available in
oak and walnut. A veneered top is
available for contract.

120 cm

75 cm

55 cm

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE

( WOODEN & CERAMIC SLEEVES )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
A dining table can be carried by one or two legs as long as those legs have a wider heavy base on the floor.
Such a table leg deserves attention. Inspired by the tambour sliding doors of our Amberley cupboards, we have designed
a beautiful wooden or ceramic sleeve to slide over the steel powder coated pole underneath the table.

Wood

Oak

Ceramic

Walnut

Rust

Sand

TA B L E S

DUNDRIDGE

( WOODEN & CERAMIC SLEEVES )

MATERIAL

Wood

Ceramic

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

RVTA81OAK

€207

€250

Walnut

RVTA80WAL

€244

€295

Sand

RVTA80C2

€207

€250

Rust

RVTA8 C1

€207

€250

Description
The tabletop is supported by a
solid wood crossbeam, powder
coated steel pole with the option of
a ceramic or wooden sleeve and a
powder coated cast iron base.

Dimensions
65 cm

13 cm

65 cm

11 cm

S E AT I N G

CHIDDEN DINING

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Soft, smooth curves define the beautiful shape of the Chidden dining chair. Chidden offers uncompromising comfort with
its subtle, integrated armrest and optional padded back cushion. The sophisticated design of this chair completes any
dining or conference area.

Fabric Colour Groups

Amber

Amethyst

Aquamarine

Carnelian

Citrine

Malachite

Moonstone

Ruby

Crystal

Flint

Halite

Labradorite

Lapis

Onlyx

Quartz

Oak

Walnut

S E AT I N G

CHIDDEN DINING

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Cushion & Backrest

RVSTCH1000

€1,033

€1,250

Cushion Only

RVSTCH1001

€950

€1,150

Cushion & Backrest

RVSTCH1002

€1,153

€1,395

Cushion Only

RVSTCH1003

€1,070

€1,295

Walnut

* To calculate the total price of this product you need to choice your fabric category and/or choice
of wood before adding these different positions together. You are also more then welcome to use
the online configurator which gives you the total price and product render automatically.

Description

Dimensions

A dining chair crafted from solid
wood and foamed steel. Steel is
used to create the form of the body
which is then foamed using polyurethane and upholstered in multiple
fabric options. The wood frame is
finished with a matt lacquer and is
available in oak and walnut.

45 cm

87 cm
68 cm
46 cm

67 cm

65 cm

67 cm

S E AT I N G

CHIDDEN LOUNGE

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
An armchair crafted from solid wood and foamed steel. Steel is used to create the form of the body which is then
foamed using polyurethane and upholstered in multiple fabric options. The body sits on a solid wood base and finished
with a matt lacquer and is available in oak and walnut.

Fabric Colour Groups

Amber

Amethyst

Aquamarine

Carnelian

Citrine

Malachite

Moonstone

Ruby

Crystal

Flint

Halite

Labradorite

Lapis

Onlyx

Quartz

Oak

Walnut

S E AT I N G

CHIDDEN LOUNGE

BASE

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Cushion & Backrest

RVSTCH1004

€1,979

€2,395

Walnut

Cushion & Backrest

RVSTCH1005

€2,145

€2,595

* To calculate the total price of this product you need to choice your fabric category and/or choice
of wood before adding these different positions together. You are also more then welcome to use
the online configurator which gives you the total price and product render automatically.

Description

Dimensions

An armchair crafted from solid wood
and foamed steel. Steel is used to
create the form of the body which
is then foamed using polyurethane
and upholstered in multiple fabric
options. The body sits on a solid
wood base and finished with a matt
lacquer and is available in oak and
walnut.

58 cm

110 cm

60 cm
44 cm

90 cm

90 cm

58 cm

S E AT I N G

FINCHDEAN

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Due to its design and clever use of materials, the Finchdean chair is robust but refined. Each detail of this chair is beautifully curved creating the most elegant and unique café or dining chair.

Fabric Colour Groups

Amber

Amethyst

Aquamarine

Carnelian

Citrine

Malachite

Moonstone

Ruby

Crystal

Flint

Halite

Labradorite

Lapis

Onlyx

Quartz

Oak

Walnut

S E AT I N G

FINCHDEAN

FRAME

TABLE TOP

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Oak

Cushion & Backrest

RVSTFI1000

€740

€895

Walnut

Cushion & Backrest

RVSTFI1001

€905

€1,095

Description

Dimensions

The Finchdean dining chair is
crafted from solid wood with a polyurethane foam seat and backrest
upholstered in multiple fabric options. The backrest features powder
coated bolts. The frame is finished
with a matt lacquer and is available
in oak and walnut.
Each detail of the Finchdean chair is
beautifully curved creating the most
elegant and unique café- or dining
chair

44 cm

80 cm
46 cm

46 cm

50 cm

46 cm

S E AT I N G

PETWORTH

Design : Studio Revised
A high quality sofa made in Italy. It is composed of the best materials and upholstered with a range of custom developed fabrics all of which make the Petworth sofa the perfect, comfortable and durable sofa for your home. Petworth
will be a household companion for years to come.

Fabric Colour Groups

Amber

Amethyst

Aquamarine

Carnelian

Citrine

Malachite

Moonstone

Ruby

Crystal

Flint

Halite

Labradorite

Lapis

Onlyx

Quartz

Oak

Walnut

S E AT I N G

PETWORTH
FABRIC

SEATS

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

COF

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1000

€2,723

€3,295

COF

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1001

€2,603

€3,150

COF

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1002

€2,475

€2,995

COF

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1003

€2,355

€2,850

COF

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1004

€2,558

€3,095

COF

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1005

€2,558

€3,095

COF

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1006

€2,393

€2,895

COF

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1007

€2,393

€2,895

COF

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1008

€326

€395

RVSD

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1009

€4,459

€5,395

RVSD

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1010

€4,339

€5,250

RVSD

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1011

€4,211

€5,095

RVSD

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1012

€4,091

€4,950

RVSD

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1013

€4,174

€5,050

RVSD

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1014

€4,174

€5,050

RVSD

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1015

€3,719

€4,500

RVSD

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1016

€3,719

€4,500

RVSD

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1017

€475

€575

S E AT I N G

PETWORTH
FABRIC

SEATS

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

CAT 1

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1018

€3,302

€3,995

CAT 1

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1019

€2,888

€3,495

CAT 1

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1020

€2,769

€3,350

CAT 1

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1021

€2,640

€3,195

CAT 1

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1022

€2,806

€3,395

CAT 1

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1023

€2,806

€3,395

CAT 1

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1024

€2,603

€3,150

CAT 1

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1025

€2,603

€3,150

CAT 1

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1026

€351

€425

CAT 3

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1027

€3,182

€3,850

CAT 3

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1028

€3,054

€3,695

CAT 3

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1029

€2,971

€3,595

CAT 3

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1030

€2,851

€3,450

CAT 3

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1031

€3,017

€3,650

CAT 3

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1032

€3,017

€3,650

CAT 3

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1033

€2,769

€3,350

CAT 3

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1034

€2,769

€3,350

CAT 3

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1035

€372

€450

CAT 4

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1036

€3,302

€3,995

CAT 4

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1037

€3,182

€3,850

CAT 4

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1038

€3,054

€3,695

CAT 4

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1039

€2,971

€3,595

CAT 4

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1040

€3,136

€3,795

CAT 4

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1041

€3,136

€3,795

CAT 4

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1042

€2,851

€3,450

CAT 4

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1043

€2,851

€3,450

CAT 4

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1044

€393

€475

S E AT I N G

PETWORTH
LEATHER

SEATS

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

COL

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1045

€2,971

€3,595

COL

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1046

€2,851

€3,450

COL

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1047

€2,723

€3,295

COL

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1048

€2,603

€3,150

COL

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1049

€2,806

€3,395

COL

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1050

€2,806

€3,395

COL

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1051

€2,603

€3,150

COL

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1052

€2,603

€3,150

COL

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1053

€310

€375

CAT 1

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1054

€3,843

€4,650

CAT 1

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1055

€3,719

€4,500

CAT 1

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1056

€3,595

€4,350

CAT 1

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1057

€3,467

€4,195

CAT 1

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1058

€3,632

€4,395

CAT 1

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1059

€3,632

€4,395

CAT 1

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1060

€3,302

€3,995

CAT 1

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1061

€3,302

€3,995

CAT 1

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1062

€434

€525

CAT 2

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1063

€4,504

€5,450

CAT 2

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1064

€4,376

€5,295

CAT 2

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1065

€4,256

€5,150

CAT 2

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1066

€4,091

€4,950

CAT 2

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1067

€4,256

€5,150

CAT 2

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1068

€4,256

€5,150

CAT 2

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1069

€3,798

€4,595

CAT 2

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1070

€3,798

€4,595

CAT 2

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1071

€492

€595

CAT 3

230cm - 4 seater

RVSTPE1072

€5,165

€6,250

CAT 3

210cm - 3.5 seater

RVSTPE1073

€5,037

€6,095

CAT 3

190cm - 3 seater

RVSTPE1074

€4,925

€5,959

CAT 3

170cm - 2.5 seater

RVSTPE1075

€4,752

€5,750

CAT 3

Arm Unit - Right

RVSTPE1076

€4,835

€5,850

CAT 3

Arm Unit - Left

RVSTPE1077

€4,835

€5,850

CAT 3

Lounge Unit - Right

RVSTPE1078

€4,293

€5,195

CAT 3

Lounge Unit - Left

RVSTPE1079

€4,293

€5,195

CAT 3

Headrest (Removeable)

RVSTPE1080

€537

€650

S E AT I N G

PETWORTH

Dimensions
230cm - 4 Seater

58 cm

41 cm

95 cm

230 cm

230 cm

95 cm

210 cm

95 cm

190 cm

95 cm

170 cm

95 cm

210cm - 3.5 Seater

58 cm

41 cm

95 cm

210 cm

190cm - 3 Seater

58 cm

41 cm

95 cm

190 cm

170cm - 2.5 Seater

58 cm

41 cm

95 cm

`170 cm

S E AT I N G

PETWORTH
Arm Unit - Right
58 cm

41 cm

95 cm

200 cm

95 cm

Arm Unit - Left
58 cm

41 cm

95 cm

200 cm

95 cm

Lounge Unit - Right
145 cm

41 cm

170 cm

105 cm

170 cm

Lounge Unit - Left
145 cm

41 cm

170 cm

105 cm

170 cm

LIGHTING

OVINGTON
( FLOORLAMP )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
The amazing birth of handblown glass objects, known since the first century, are a perfect subject for Revised to work
with. We decided to collaborate with an Italian glass blower close to Venice. Sand, lime and soda is heated in hot ovens
(1130° Celsius) to create molten glass. The finished shape of the glass is defined by the mould into which the molten
glass is skillfully blown. The Ovington lamps with their beautiful curves are one of a kind. The different sizes of shades fit
perfectly over the body, creating a glass sculpture which will exist for generations.

Glass

Grey

Honey

Tobacco

LIGHTING

OVINGTON
( FLOORLAMP )

SHADE

COLOUR

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Low 45

Honey

RVLTOV1012

€1,401

€1,695

Tobacco

RVLTOV1013

€1,401

€1,695

Grey

RVLTOV1014

€1,401

€1,695

Honey

RVLTOV1015

€1,401

€1,695

Tobacco

RVLTOV1016

€1,401

€1,695

Grey

RVLTOV1017

€1,401

€1,695

High 45

Description

Dimensions
55 cm

A floor lamp crafted in Italian glass
for the central column and shade
with branded brass detailing and
matching powder coated steel stand
and base. The light source comes
from ambient LED strips dimmable
by a brass touch sensor located on
top. The Ovington is available in 3
colours.

45 cm

147 cm
130 cm

35 cm

35 cm

LIGHTING

OVINGTON
( PENDANT )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
The amazing birth of handblown glass objects, known since the first century, are a perfect subject for Revised to work
with. We decided to collaborate with an Italian glass blower close to Venice. Sand, lime and soda is heated in hot ovens
(1130° Celsius) to create molten glass. The finished shape of the glass is defined by the mould into which the molten
glass is skillfully blown. The Ovington lamps with their beautiful curves are one of a kind. The different sizes of shades fit
perfectly over the body, creating a glass sculpture which will exist for generations.

Glass

Grey

Honey

Tobacco

LIGHTING

OVINGTON
( PENDANT )

SHADE

COLOUR

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

35cm

Honey

RVLTOV1003

€785

€950

Tobacco

RVLTOV1004

€785

€950

Grey

RVLTOV1005

€785

€950

Honey

RVLTOV1006

€868

€1,050

45cm

55cm

Tobacco

RVLTOV1007

€868

€1,050

Grey

RVLTOV1008

€868

€1,050

Honey

RVLTOV1009

€950

€1,150

Tobacco

RVLTOV1010

€950

€1,150

Grey

RVLTOV1011

€950

€1,150

Description
A pendant lamp crafted in Italian
glass for the central column and
shade with branded brass detailing. Suspended by a woven steel
mounting cable with a decorative
paper woven power cable. The
light source is a combination of
dimmable ambient LED strips and
a directional LED down lighter. The
Ovington Pendant is available in
3 colours and a matching powder
coated ceiling canopy is provided.

Dimensions

31 cm

55 cm

31 cm

45 cm

31 cm

35 cm

LIGHTING

OVINGTON
( TABLELAMP )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
The amazing birth of handblown glass objects, known since the first century, are a perfect subject for Revised to work
with. We decided to collaborate with an Italian glass blower close to Venice. Sand, lime and soda is heated in hot ovens
(1130° Celsius) to create molten glass. The finished shape of the glass is defined by the mould into which the molten
glass is skillfully blown. The Ovington lamps with their beautiful curves are one of a kind. The different sizes of shades fit
perfectly over the body, creating a glass sculpture which will exist for generations.

Glass

Grey

Honey

Tobacco

LIGHTING

OVINGTON
( TABLELAMP )

SHADE

COLOUR

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

35cm

Honey

RVLTOV1000

€657

€795

Tobacco

RVLTOV1001

€657

€795

Grey

RVLTOV1002

€657

€795

Description
A table lamp crafted in Italian glass
for the central column and shade
with brass detailing and base. The
light source comes from ambient
LED strips dimmable by a brass
touch sensor located on top. The
Ovington is available in 3 colours.

Dimensions
35 cm

32 cm

35 cm

ACCESSORIES

LORDINGTON
( MIRROR )

Design : Sjoerd Vroonland
Inspired by the beautiful vintage mirrors from the last century and especially the 1920’s. CNC machinery makes the
impossible possible creating these Revised forms inlaid with glass. The mirror glass fits perfectly within our gentle curves
and double lines making Lordington a unique mirror

Wood

Rust

Sand

ACCESSORIES

LORDINGTON
( MIRROR )

SHAPE

COLOUR

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Rectangle

Sand

RVAC10SAND

€988

€1,195

Rust

RVAC10RUST

€988

€1,195

Sand

RVAC11SAND

€868

€1,050

Rust

RVAC11RUST

€868

€1,050

Round

Description

Dimensions

The Lordington mirror is crafted
from MDF and finished in our
Revised colours Rust (RAL 8016) &
Sand (RAL 1019). The Lordington
mirror is available in a round and a
rectangle shape.
The mirror glass fits perfectly within
our gentle curves and double lines
making Lordington a unique mirror.

100 cm
60 cm

160 cm

100 cm

ACCESSORIES

TILLINGTON
( CUSHIONS )

Design : Studio Revised
The Tillington cushions are handmade with high quality, knitted and durable furniture fabrics from FEBRIK by Kvadrat. In
a collaboration with FEBRIK, we developed 5 designs and 15 Revised colour groups creating a collection of 75 stunning
and exclusive cushions.

Fabric Colour Groups

Amber

Amethyst

Aquamarine

Carnelian

Citrine

Malachite

Moonstone

Crystal

Flint

Halite

Labradorite

Lapis

Onlyx

Quartz

Ruby

ACCESSORIES

TILLINGTON
( CUSHIONS )

SIZE

COLOUR

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

40x40

FEBRIK / KVADRAT

RVACTI1000

€57

€69

60x60

FEBRIK / KVADRAT

RVACTI1001

€98

€119

Description

Dimensions

The Tillington cushion is available
in the sizes 60x60cm and 40x40cm.
The cushion cover is made using REVISED fabric and the inner cushion is
filled with recycled PET fibers.
The Tillington cushion collection is
made from high class knitted durable furniture fabrics

60 cm

40 cm

ACCESSORIES

STEDHAM
( CARPET )

Design : Tjitske Storm
Tjitske Storm took her inspiration from the legacy of the Art Deco movement from the 1920s/30s and the language of
design, art and architecture of that era. The characteristics of Art Deco reflect admiration for the modernity, design and
luxury of the machine and machine-made objects, using geometric, clean and simple shapes. Tjitske aimed to reinterpret
this feeling of classic modernity and brought it to life in the designs for the carpet collection, taking geometric language
to a next level by adding and combining versatile fabric structures. She re-used sample pieces from the fabric library
that was developed for Revised by Suzy Vissers and Renee Merckx, and adjusted, mixed and matched these with other
material textures to create something fresh and contemporary.
The beauty and feeling of tactile material and the heritage craftsmanship of carpet/fabric making is honored and reflected
in the designs and made modern and achievable by using the present day technique of digital printing for carpets.

Colours

Carnelian

Onyx / Creme

Flint / Halite

Lapis

ACCESSORIES

STEDHAM
( CARPET )

COLOUR

SHAPE & SIZE

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Carnelian

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCASTED1001

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCASTED1002

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCASTED1003

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCASTED1004

€2,661

€3,195

Onyx/Creme

Flint/Halite

Lapis

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCASTED1005

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCASTED1006

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCASTED1007

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCASTED1008

€2,661

€3,195

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCASTED1009

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCASTED1010

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCASTED1011

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCASTED1012

€2,661

€3,195

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCASTED1013

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCASTED1014

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCASTED1015

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCASTED1016

€2,661

€3,195

Description
The Art Deco collection is printed
on polyamide fibres 1300gr with
felt backing. The collection has 4
themes, 4 colors per theme and is
available in 4 different sizes.

Dimensions

400 cm

300 cm

350 cm

250 cm

300 cm

200 cm

ACCESSORIES

WICKHAM
( CARPET )

Design : Tjitske Storm
Tjitske Storm took her inspiration from the legacy of the Art Deco movement from the 1920s/30s and the language of
design, art and architecture of that era. The characteristics of Art Deco reflect admiration for the modernity, design and
luxury of the machine and machine-made objects, using geometric, clean and simple shapes. Tjitske aimed to reinterpret
this feeling of classic modernity and brought it to life in the designs for the carpet collection, taking geometric language
to a next level by adding and combining versatile fabric structures. She re-used sample pieces from the fabric library
that was developed for Revised by Suzy Vissers and Renee Merckx, and adjusted, mixed and matched these with other
material textures to create something fresh and contemporary.
The beauty and feeling of tactile material and the heritage craftsmanship of carpet/fabric making is honored and reflected
in the designs and made modern and achievable by using the present day technique of digital printing for carpets.

Colours

Labradorite

Ruby

Amber / Flint

Halite

ACCESSORIES

WICKHAM
( CARPET )

COLOUR

SHAPE & SIZE

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Labradorite

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCAWICK1001

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCAWICK1002

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCAWICK1003

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCAWICK1004

€2,661

€3,195

Ruby

Amber/Flint

Halite

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCAWICK1005

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCAWICK1006

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCAWICK1007

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCAWICK1008

€2,661

€3,195

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCAWICK1009

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCAWICK1010

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCAWICK1011

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCAWICK1012

€2,661

€3,195

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCAWICK1013

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCAWICK1014

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCAWICK1015

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCAWICK1016

€2,661

€3,195

Description
The Art Deco collection is printed
on polyamide fibres 1300gr with
felt backing. The collection has 4
themes, 4 colors per theme and is
available in 4 different sizes.

Dimensions

400 cm

300 cm

350 cm

250 cm

300 cm

200 cm

ACCESSORIES

COOTHAM
( CARPET )

Design : Tjitske Storm
Tjitske Storm took her inspiration from the legacy of the Art Deco movement from the 1920s/30s and the language of
design, art and architecture of that era. The characteristics of Art Deco reflect admiration for the modernity, design and
luxury of the machine and machine-made objects, using geometric, clean and simple shapes. Tjitske aimed to reinterpret
this feeling of classic modernity and brought it to life in the designs for the carpet collection, taking geometric language
to a next level by adding and combining versatile fabric structures. She re-used sample pieces from the fabric library
that was developed for Revised by Suzy Vissers and Renee Merckx, and adjusted, mixed and matched these with other
material textures to create something fresh and contemporary.
The beauty and feeling of tactile material and the heritage craftsmanship of carpet/fabric making is honored and reflected
in the designs and made modern and achievable by using the present day technique of digital printing for carpets.

Colours

Citrine / Amber

Carnelian

Citrine / Halite /
Moonstone

Moonstone

ACCESSORIES

COOTHAM
( CARPET )

COLOUR

SHAPE & SIZE

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Citr / Amb

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCAWICK1001

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCAWICK1002

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250 cm

RVCAWICK1003

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCAWICK1004

€2,661

€3,195

Carnelian

Citr/Hal/Mo

Moonstone

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCACOOT1005

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCACOOT1006

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCACOOT1007

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCACOOT1008

€2,661

€3,195

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCACOOT1009

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCACOOT1010

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCACOOT1011

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCACOOT1012

€2,661

€3,195

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCACOOT1013

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCACOOT1014

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250cm

RVCACOOT1015

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCACOOT1016

€2,661

€3,195

Description
The Art Deco collection is printed
on polyamide fibres 1300gr with
felt backing. The collection has 4
themes, 4 colors per theme and is
available in 4 different sizes.

Dimensions

400 cm

300 cm

350 cm

250 cm

300 cm

200 cm

ACCESSORIES

STOPHAM
( CARPET )

Design : Tjitske Storm
Tjitske Storm took her inspiration from the legacy of the Art Deco movement from the 1920s/30s and the language of
design, art and architecture of that era. The characteristics of Art Deco reflect admiration for the modernity, design and
luxury of the machine and machine-made objects, using geometric, clean and simple shapes. Tjitske aimed to reinterpret
this feeling of classic modernity and brought it to life in the designs for the carpet collection, taking geometric language
to a next level by adding and combining versatile fabric structures. She re-used sample pieces from the fabric library
that was developed for Revised by Suzy Vissers and Renee Merckx, and adjusted, mixed and matched these with other
material textures to create something fresh and contemporary.
The beauty and feeling of tactile material and the heritage craftsmanship of carpet/fabric making is honored and reflected
in the designs and made modern and achievable by using the present day technique of digital printing for carpets.

Colours

Malachite

Amethyst

Ruby / Flint

Halite

ACCESSORIES

STOPHAM
( CARPET )

COLOUR

SHAPE & SIZE

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Malachite

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCASTOP1001

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCASTOP1002

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250 cm

RVCASTOP1003

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCASTOP1004

€2,661

€3,195

Amethyst

Ruby / Flint

Halite

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCASTOP1005

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCASTOP1006

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250 cm

RVCASTOP1007

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCASTOP1008

€2,661

€3,195

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCASTOP1009

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCASTOP1010

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250 cm

RVCASTOP1011

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCASTOP1012

€2,661

€3,195

Rectangle 200 x 300cm

RVCASTOP1013

€1,860

€2,250

Rectangle 300 x 400cm

RVCASTOP1014

€2,421

€2,895

Round 250 cm

RVCASTOP1015

€2,215

€2,695

Round 350cm

RVCASTOP1016

€2,661

€3,195

Description
The Art Deco collection is printed
on polyamide fibres 1300gr with
felt backing. The collection has 4
themes, 4 colors per theme and is
available in 4 different sizes.

Dimensions

400 cm

300 cm

350 cm

250 cm

300 cm

200 cm

OUTDOOR

BRAMBER

( MOBILE GREENHOUSE )

Design : David Le Versha
In this design we have returned to the aesthetic of putty cut at an angle in the past by angling our modern L-profile and
using hardware which now allows the safety glass to be replaced and any maintenance should it be required in the future.
The mechanism that keeps the glass lid open can also be fixed in all positions.
With two handles you roll the greenhouse like a wheelbarrow to the ideal spot in your garden where your seeds or
cuttings can grow optimally in the sunlight or shade. Watering the plants is done by raising the tilting windows to any
desired position.
Metal

Sand

Rust

Off-White

Black

OUTDOOR

BRAMBER

( MOBILE GREENHOUSE )

COLOUR

SIZE

ARTICLE NR.

EXCL VAT

INCL (21%) VAT

Sand

120 x 97 x 80cm

RVAC20SAND

€2,062

€2,495

Rust

120 x 97 x 80cm

RVAC20RUST

€2,062

€2,495

Off White

120 x 97 x 80cm

RVAC20WHITE

€2,145

€2,595

Black

120 x 97 x 80cm

RVAC20BLACK

€2,145

€2,595

Description
All the materials we use in this
design are stainless steel and
aluminum. The stainless steel
and aluminum are finished
with two layers of powder
coating. The glass is safety
glass. The ‘Bramber’ will
therefore last for generations
to come. Only the paintwork
will need to be repainted from
time to time. We therefore
give a 100-year guarantee
on the construction of the
Bramber.

Dimensions

93 cm

76 cm

110 cm

80 cm

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Packaging
All Revised products are produced and packaged with the
utmost care and attention.
Never use sharp objects to open the packaging or to remove the protection material from the furniture or parts
thereof. All protection materials should be removed without using any cutting tools.
Fabrics
To enjoy your textile for a long time, cherish it and use it
properly. Keep your textiles as clean as possible. Make sure
the upholstery textile is being cleaned regularly using a
vacuum cleaner set to medium to low power. Be careful not
to damage it with sharp points. When a hole occurs, this
might result in damaging the textile. So always be careful
with shoes, jeans and sharp objects.
When stains occur, act as quickly as possible to keep your
textile beautiful. Remove liquid stains by care- fully dabbing with a clean cloth, preferably white. Do not rub. When
rubbing too hard you can dam- age the textile and the colour may fade.
Most stains can be treated with soapy lukewarm water.
Never use hot water as heat will set stains. We recommend
using a PH neutral detergent. Rub the stain gently with a
clean cloth and afterwards dab the textile dry with a dry
cloth to absorb moisture and soil.
Should a stain still occur we recommend you to use other
detergents. But always test this on a discrete area of the
textile. Please note these are only recommendations. We
can never guarantee complete stain removal. We always
recommend contacting a professional cleaning company
for additional advice regarding your stain.
Revised textiles are mainly made from wool. Woollen textiles have the benefit of being dirt repellent. Spillages are
not easily to penetrate the textile, which make it easier to
reduce stains. Most liquid can be soaked up with a towel or
tissue. Depending on the type of textile and colour the surface can get slightly fuzzy. At the end, make sure each stain
is dapped again with clean water. When too much water is
used circles can occur. These circles can be minimized by
blow-drying it carefully on low speed. To keep your textile
beautiful be patient and gentle when treating the stain.

Woods
Every tree is different and equally, every piece of wood has
its own unique structure and color, no two parts are ever
the same. Other characteristics of these naturally growing
materials are knots and structural variations. Our products
may contain small, healthy, closed knots (5-8 mm) that have
developed naturally in the growing wood.
Wood is a natural material that breathes and reacts to the
surrounding environment.
This may cause color differences and/or micro cracks in the
varnish or wood structure of the product. The colors and
dimensions of wood might change as a natural reaction to
environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature.
These changes may lead to warping of the wood, which is
why our producers use a tolerance of ± 3-5 mm for solid
wood table tops. To minimalize this, we recommend using
the products in a room with a constant humidity (between
50% and 60%).
Prevent the product from being exposed to direct sunlight
or other heat sources (fireplace, stove, radiator, etc.). This
could lead to discoloration and/or cracks etc. of the wood,
wicker, fabric or leather. Make sure you do not leave anything on one area of the surface for a longer period of time,
as this may cause stains and discoloration.
For bended wooden furniture, we use solid wood that has
not been treated with solvents or chemicals. Consequently,
there may be color differences between the various parts.
This is a natural feature of steam-bended wood and will
therefore not be accepted as ground for complaints.
Lacquered and stained products
Lacquered or stained wood products can have variable
varnish or stain absorption due to differences in the wood
structure. This could produce color variations. When varnishing or staining products, Revised makes every effort to
ensure the most optimal result, yet minor deviations cannot
be entirely avoided.
Maintenance
A lacquered or stained finish does not require special maintenance. Wipe the product with a soft, clean and dry cloth
made of lint-free material (such as cotton or linen). Do not
press too hard to prevent irreversible polishing of the surface. Spilled liquids must be removed from the surface immediately with a warm, damp cloth. Dry the surface directly
afterwards with a cloth, wiping in the direction of the wood

CARE & MAINTENANCE
fiber. Do not let stains dry on the surface, but remove them
immediately. The varnished surface of solid wood or veneer
products will develop a patina within the first few weeks
of use. Cleaning with special cleaning agents is not necessary. If these are used, however, the instructions must be
observed as indicated by the manufacturer. First test in a
hidden place.

Stone:
Marble and Onyx are beautiful natural stones that offer
unique patterns and colors found in no other materials. Because of their composition, the basic care for these stones
is the same. However, keep in mind that they are more porous than average stones and extra care and maintenance
is needed. Marble and onyx are very susceptible to acid
etching. Etching occurs when acids microscopically eat
away at the surface of the stone, and are characterized by
dull spots in the surface of the material. Any spills that occur should be wiped up immediately.
General stone care:
– Do not sit, stand or kneel on Marble or onyx surfaces.
– Do not cut directly on the surface. Scratching will occur.
– Do not drop heavy objects onto the surface.
– Hot plates are recommended when long term exposure
to extreme heat is present.
– Do not use abrasive cleaners.
– Do not forcefully scrub any area of the surface.
– Do not allow water to pool for prolong period of time.
Daily Cleaning:
Marble countertops should be wiped clean after each use
and spot cleaned as necessary. It is suggested to use cleaners specifically formulated for natural stone. The use of
glass and window cleaners are not an acceptable method
for caring for marble countertops, cleaner’s other than dedicated natural stones cleaners will mar the surface resulting
in a cloudy dull, appearance.

MATERIALS COLLECTION
Wood

Oak

Walnut

Marble

Marble Forest Brown

Marble Forest Green

Marble Bianco

Honey

Tobacco

Sand

Black

Marble Yellow Onyx

Glass

Grey
Metals

Rust

Off White

Marble Marinace

MATERIALS COLLECTION
Amber

FAB1 Cat: 3

FAB2 Cat: 4

FAB3 Cat: 3

FAB4 Cat: 3

FAB5 Cat: 4

FAM2 Cat: 4

FAM3 Cat: 3

FAM4 Cat: 3

FAM5 Cat: 4

FAQ2 Cat: 3

FAQ3 Cat: 4

FAQ4 Cat: 3

FAQ5 Cat: 4

Amethyst

FAM1 Cat: 3

Aquamarine

FAQ1 Cat: 3

MATERIALS COLLECTION
Carnelian

FCA1 Cat: 3

FCA2 Cat: 3

FCA3 Cat: 3

FCA4 Cat: 3

FCA5 Cat: 4

FCI2 Cat: 3

FCI3 Cat: 4

FCI4 Cat: 3

FCI5 Cat: 4

FCR2 Cat: 3

FCR3 Cat: 3

FCR4 Cat: 3

FCR5 Cat: 4

Citrine

FCI1 Cat: 3

Crystal

FCR1 Cat: 3

MATERIALS COLLECTION
Flint

FFL1 Cat: 3

FFL2 Cat: 3

FFL3 Cat: 4

FFL4 Cat: 3

FFL5 Cat: 4

FHA2 Cat: 3

FHA3 Cat: 4

FHA4 Cat: 3

FHA5 Cat: 4

FLA2 Cat: 3

FLA3 Cat: 3

FLA4 Cat: 3

FLA5 Cat: 4

Halite

FHA1 Cat: 3

Labradorite

FLA1 Cat: 3

MATERIALS COLLECTION
Lapis

FLP1 Cat: 3

FLP2 Cat: 4

FLP3 Cat: 3

FLP4 Cat: 3

FLP5 Cat: 3

FMA2 Cat: 1

FMA3 Cat: 4

FMA4 Cat: 3

FMA5 Cat: 4

FMO2 Cat: 3

FMO3 Cat: 4

FMO4 Cat: 3

FMO5 Cat: 4

Malachite

FMA1 Cat: 3

Moonstone

FMO1 Cat: 3

MATERIALS COLLECTION
Onyx

FON1 Cat: 3

FON2 Cat: 3

FON3 Cat: 3

FON4 Cat: 3

FON5 Cat: 4

FQU2 Cat: 3

FQU3 Cat: 3

FQU4 Cat: 4

FQU5 Cat: 4

FRU2 Cat: 3

FRU3 Cat: 3

FRU4 Cat: 3

FRU5 Cat: 4

Quartz

FQU1 Cat: 3

Ruby

FRU1 Cat: 3

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Revised HQ B.V. General Terms and Conditions of Services,
Sale and Delivery
1. Applicability
1. These Revised HQ B.V. General Terms and Conditions
of Services Sale and Delivery (hereafter: “General Conditions”) apply to and form an integral part of all quotations,
offers, confirmations and service or sale agree- ments concluded between Buyer on one hand and Revised HQ B.V.
(i) Revised HQ B.V. established at Breda (Netherlands);
The company has been established under the national laws
of its respective country. 2. Buyer in the General Conditions
means: the counterparty of Revised. 3. The application of
any terms and conditions used by Buyer is expressly excluded.
2. Quotations / Agreement
1. Unless otherwise stated, any offer or quotation by Revised. is subject to contract.
2. An agreement shall take effect once an offer accepted by
Buyer has been confirmed by Revised in writing. 3. Orders
for goods made on demand (“specials”) cannot be cancelled.
4. Unless agreed otherwise all other orders may be cancelled or changed within ONE working day following the
order confirmation by Revised. Any other change or cancellation of an order is subject to Revised’s written approval
and is subject to conditions by Revised. 5. If the price, discounts or dates of delivery are based on an apparent error,
Revised may correct the mistakes or cancel the order.
6. All agreements shall at all times be subject to credit approval by Revised. The aforementioned does not prevent
Revised from requiring at any time security for compliance
with Buyer’s financial obligations.
3. Price and payment
1. All quoted prices by Revised HQ B.V. are in EURO.
2. All prices are exclusive VAT and other government duties or taxes, as well as any costs incurred in the context of
the agreement, such as administrative, transport and COD
charges. These taxes and costs will be added to the sales
price and form a part of the agreed invoiced amount due
by Buyer.
3. If discount is agreed for the purchase of a certain quantity or range in an order, Revised is not obliged to apply the
discount if fewer or different goods than those agreed are
actually delivered.
4. Unless expressly agreed otherwise, all orders are accepted on the basis of PRE-PAYMENT.
5. Any invoice must have been paid on Revised’s bank account not later than 30 (thirty) calendar days upon invoice
date. In case delivery of any order agreed on a PRE-PAYMENT condition takes place within the aforementioned
term, the invoiced amount must be settled at least 5 (five)
calendar days prior to the scheduled delivery date. No dis-

count is allowed for early payments.
6. If the invoiced amount is not paid in within the payment
term, then the Buyer is in default without any notice being
required. In addition to any other rights and remedies Revised may have under applicable law, interest will accrue on
all late payments at the rate of 1% (one percent) per calendar month or part of the month or the applicable statutory
rate, whichever is higher.
7. In the event that collection is necessary all collection
costs are payable by Buyer equal to 10% of the principal
owed with a
minimum of EUR 500 and in the US $ 650.
If the debt collection involves court proceedings then all legal costs, including legal advice and representation in court
and out of court,
as well as all execution costs, shall be for the Buyer’s account.
8. Even if the Buyer is of the opinion that the quality of the
delivered goods or services is not in accordance with the
agreed goods or services, this does not release him from
the obligation to pay.
9. If fewer goods are delivered, or received in good condition, then invoiced, and Buyer objects in good time, Buyer
remains liable for
the amount invoiced in respect of the goods received in
undamaged condition.
10. In the event of any default by Buyer in the payment
of any amounts or charges due, Revised has the right to
postpone any further deliveries of any goods, without being liable for any losses by Buyer. Such right shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other rights and remedies
available under the agreement or at law.
4. Delivery / Transport cost or damage
1. Revised shall always use commercially reasonable efforts
to deliver the services or goods within the delivery term.
However, unless explicitly agreed otherwise in writing, delivery dates communicated in or acknowledged by Revised
are approximate dates. Revised shall not be liable or be
in breach of its obligations, when delivery is made sooner
or later than the communicated delay. 2. If the communicated delivery date is exceeded, Buyer is still obliged to
take delivery of the goods or services, unless before delivery Buyer has put Revised in default, allowing Revised
with a reasonable period to execute the agreement, and
such term has also expired. 3. Revised may postpone any
delivery in the case of production problems affecting the
quantity of goods or the quality of goods produced. If such
delay last longer than 3 (three) calendar months, either party may cancel the order. Revised is not liable for any losses,
including lost profits or savings by Buyer. 4. Unless explicitly
agreed otherwise, any delivery is made under Incoterms
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2010 conditions:
(i) within the EU or EEA: DAP (Delivered At Place = delivery
at premises Buyer; duties, taxes are for Buyer’s account);
(ii) all other deliveries: EXW (ex works) Revised-warehouse
Netherlands. Buyer is responsible for loading the goods
onto a vehicle (even though the seller may be better places
to do this); for all export procedures; for onward transport
and for all costs arising after collection of goods. 5. When
Buyer fails to take delivery of the goods or services, or fails
to provide the information or instructions to enable delivery it is fully liable to Revised for all damages and losses
suffered by Revised, such as (but not limited to) transportation costs, extra storage, handling and insurance. Regarding (re-)delivery, Revised may demand prior payment of all
aforementioned costs.
6. Revised is entitled to partial delivery of the goods or
services.
7. Upon delivery, Buyer shall check the condition of the
packaging and, if this has any defects, Buyer shall, in the
presence of the carrier, open the packaging and check the
goods for damage.
8. If the goods are damaged Buyer shall refuse delivery of
the goods and have the carrier take it back. It shall notify
Revised immediately by e-mail if possible with a picture of
the condition in which the goods and packaging have been
delivered.
5. Changes to specifications, complaints and returns
1. Minor changes can occur in shape or colour depending
on the material the good is made of or design of the good.
2. Depending on the materials used for its manufacture, the
original goods may change in the course of time, due to environmental influences (UV – light and other for lacquered
goods, colours, fabrics and other). 3. Revised is constantly searching to improve its goods. Goods delivered may
therefore technically differ from goods ordered.
4. If the goods delivered are not, in the opinion of the Buyer,
in accordance with the goods ordered or not all goods have
been delivered, Buyer shall immediately notify Revised by
e-mail and in any event not later than the fifth working day
following the delivery date. Revised is not obliged to deal
with complaints that have been received beyond this term.
Any complaint filed by Buyer must be specified as detailed
as possible with a digital photo annexed to the e-mail. 5.
If the complaint, according to Revised, is justified, then Revised has the choice: (i) to replace the defect or missing
goods, or (ii) to credit Buyer the purchase price.
6. Defect goods may ONLY be returned to Revised at Revised’s expense after Revised has given its prior written approval or Revised requested to return the defect goods.
If the goods have not been received within 15 (fifteen)
working days, Buyer is supposed to keep the goods and to

have withdrawn its complaint. 7. Extra costs for mounting,
dismounting or re-installation for replaced goods or goods
taken back are fully at Buyer’s charges.
6. Suspension and termination
1. Revised is entitled to suspend in whole or in part performance of its obligations under any agreement or to terminate the agreement if: (i) Buyer has failed to comply on
time, in full or at all with its oblige- tions under previous
agreements;
(ii) if having entered into the agreement, Revised has good
reasons to fear that Buyer will not (be able to) comply with
its financial obligations;
(iii) Buyer failed to supply the requested security or any adequate security.
2. If, due to delay on the part of Buyer Revised cannot reasonably be expected to comply with the agreement upon
the terms originally agreed, then Revised is entitled to cancel the agreement with immediate effect. Buyer shall be
liable towards Revised for any and all costs or damages, or
loss in profits suffered by Revised.
3. Revised is entitled to terminate the agreement if circumstances arise whose nature and extent means that Revised
cannot be expected according to the principles of reasonableness and fairness to perform the original agreement.
7. Warranty
1. For most products product specifications can be downloaded from the internet site www.revised.com. a. Revised
warrants that under normal use and in accordance with the
user – or installation instructions and taking into account
the product specification the goods shall at the time of the
delivery to Buyer and for a period of 12 (twelve) months
from the date of delivery, be free from defects in material
or workmanship and shall be conform to the product specifications. (b) The warranty sub 7 a. is considered void if the
alleged defect or is found to have occurred as a result of
environmental of testing circumstances, misuse, use other
than normal use in respect to the specific good, neglect,
improper installation, accident, improper storage, or repairs or modifications made without the prior written express consent of Revised.
8. Limitation of liability
1. Without prejudice to any mandatory legal rules, the following applies.
(i) Regarding goods delivered by Revised:
(a) Revised shall not be liable for any lost profits or savings,
loss of reputation or goodwill, indirect or incidental or consequential damages arising out or in connection with the
sale of the good(s) or the use of these whether or not any
claim is based on tort, warranty, contract or any other legal
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possibility, even in the circumstances that Revised has been
advised of any risks. (b) Revised’s aggregate and cumulative liability shall not exceed an amount equal to 50% of the
purchase value aggregate and cumulative.
(ii) Regarding services rendered by Revised: Revised declines any liability for damages as a result of the use of services rendered by Revised.
2. At all times Revised’s liability shall at all times be limited
to the maximum amount covered by Revised’s insurance for
the type of damages.
9. Force majeure
1. In the event of force majeure, the obligations of either
party are suspended until the situation of force majeure has
ended. If the force majeure lasts longer than three (3) calendar months, then either party is entitled to terminate the
agreement without any liability to compensate the other
party. 2. ‘Force majeure’ includes, in addition to the definition by law, import and export bans or controls by, or due
to, any government or power, the failure of suppliers or
service providers of Revised to deliver on time or at all, suspension of work by, or a high amount of sick leave amongst,
the employees of Revised or its suppliers.
3. Revised is also entitled to rely on force majeure if the
situation of force majeure begins after Revised should have
fulfilled its obligations. 4. Insofar as at the time the situation
of force majeure commences Revised has partly fulfilled its
obligations under the agreement or is still able to do so,
then Revised is entitled to invoice for all the parts of the
agreement it has complied with or will comply with. In such
a case Buyer is obliged to pay as if it were a separate agreement.
10. Retention of title
1. All goods delivered remain the property of Revised until
Buyer has fulfilled its obligations to Revised in full. If any invoice remains unpaid, Revised’s retention of title shall also
cover all goods previously delivered which have been paid
for by Buyer. 2. Goods that are subject to retention of title
may only be sold in the context of normal business practice
and may not be pledged or otherwise encumber the goods
subject to retention of title.
3. If any attachment is levied by a third party upon the
goods subject to retention of title, then Buyer shall inform
the third party levying the attachment of the retention of
title and notify Revised of this immediately. 4. Buyer undertakes to keep insured the goods subject to the retention
of title against fire, explosion, or water damage, as well as
against theft. On demand by Revised, Buyer shall provide
a copy of the insurance policy, as well as ensure that the
rights under the insurance policy covering the goods subject to the retention of title shall be transferred to Revised

or that Revised is subrogated in these rights.
11. Intellectual property rights and copyrights
1. Revised retains the rights and powers it accrues on the
basis of
the Copyright Act and other intellectual and industrial legislation and regulations relating to all the goods or services it supplies, insofar as these rights do not belong to any
third party.
2. Buyer may not have goods supplied by Revised copied
elsewhere, or manufacture imitations thereof that differ in
only minor details from the goods supplied, or become directly or directly involved in this.
3. Copyright or any other intellectual property of sketches,
designs or models in whatever phase of elaboration these
are and have been delivered to or shown to Buyer, remain
the full property of Revised and may not be used otherwise
that agreed in writing and solely for that specific purpose.
Any permitted use does not mean that intellectual property
rights have been transferred.
4. Without a prior written permission by Revised, Buyer is
not allowed to copy pictures, designs, brochures, DVD’s
and other material or to use the information on its internet
site. Permission by Revised does not affect the rights of the
author of the information provided.
12. Applicable law / disputes
1. All agreements are subject to the law of the Netherlands.
The court with exclusive jurisdiction is that covering the
area where Revised HQ B.V. has its registered office at the
time a dispute arises. This also applies if the goods have
been delivered in part or entirely abroad or if Buyer has its
registered office or is domiciled abroad, unless mandatory
law provides otherwise.
2. The parties shall always endeavour to resolve a dispute
amicably, before any application is made by either party to
the court.
3. The terms of the Vienna Sales Convention shall not apply.
13. Final terms
1. In the event that these general terms and conditions are
available in a language other than Dutch, and there is any
dispute as to interpretation or explanation, the Dutch text
of these general terms and conditions shall prevail. 2. The
version that is binding is the latest version published on
www.revised.com/generalconditions at the time the agreement is entered into.
3. If any provisions in these general terms and conditions
are void or revoked by the courts, the remaining provisions
remain in force. Revised and Buyer shall negotiate substitute provisions that are in line with the original provisions in
terms of purpose and scope.
Rotterdam. Version January 2018.
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